
Flowlok PLRM HAND APPLIED INSTALLERS’ GUIDE  

Installation and Technical Manual

Liquid Coatings

1 gallon can with a partial vial of catalyst. 
5-gallon pail with a full vial of catalyst.

FLOWLOK RM may be applied at any rate to achieve desired thickness. Theoretical 
coverage at 120.0 mil thickness is one gallon per 12.8 sq. ft. 

Before application, pre-mix FLOWLOK RM using a mechanical mixer (Jiffy Mixer) at slow 
speeds or mix for at least 5 minutes, if mixed by hand. Mix FLOWLOK RM thoroughly 
until a homogeneous mixture and color is obtained. Use care not to allow the 
entrapment of air into the mixture. Add FLOWLOK RM Catalyst (1 vial per 5-gallon pail) 
and mix until a homogeneous mixture and color is obtained. 

Mix pre-accelerated FLOWLOK RM with water at a ratio of 4:1 (4 gallons of FLOWLOK 
RM: 1 gallon of water) by volume. Mix thoroughly until water is completely combined with 
FLOWLOK RM. Spread FLOWLOK RM mixture evenly over entire deck. Application 
should not be stopped part way across an area.

For best results, use a squeegee or notched trowel. 

Each application should be done in one complete step. A continuous application will 
ensure a smooth and level coat with no lines or streaks to disfigure the deck 
coating.  When FLOWLOK RM mixed material begins to gel, broadcast 16-30 mesh 
silica sand for slip resistance. Other materials may be used for slip resistance such as 
polymer flakes or decorative quartz aggregates. The time for thickening is dependent 
on atmospheric conditions especially temperature and humidity. 

Allow each coat to cure (depending on environmental condition -temperature) a minimum 
of 2-4 hours and a maximum of 24 hours. If more than 24 hours passes between coats, re-
prime the surface with recommended FLOWLOK Primer before proceeding. 

FLOWLOK RM is very sensitive to heat and moisture. Higher temperatures and/or high 
humidity will accelerate the cure time. Use caution in batch sizes. Low temperature and/or 
low humidity extend the cure time. 

Equipment should be cleaned with an environmentally safe solvent, as permitted under 
local regulations, immediately after use. The end user should check the suitability of this 
product prior to its application. 

FLOWLOCK RM has a shelf life of six (6) months from date of manufacture in original, 
factory sealed containers when stored at 75°F. 

FLOWLOK RM should be used as a base membrane. The components of FLOWLOK 
RM are not UV stable and are not designed to withstand direct wear/abrasion. 

FLOWLOK RM should be top coated when exposed to heavy pedestrian or vehicular 
traffic or direct UV exposure. See FLOWLOK AL30 PDS.
 Ensure that the substrate is properly prepared prior to application. Surfaces to be 
coated with FLOWLOK RM must be dry, clean, free of foreign matter, and primed 

with recommended FLOWLOK CS primer.
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4.34 Flashings and polyester reinforcing fabric shall be coated (with base
coats and top coats) each time the deck is coated.

4.4 Priming: Stir each side separately and then mix all of Part A with all of
Part B. Use a mixing paddle on a slow speed drill motor. Mix for 2 to 3
minutes and let mixed primer sit 30 minutes before applying.   Priming is not
required on newly installed plywood conforming to section 1.5.

5. APPLICATION OF MEMBRANE
5.1 Primer: Apply Flowlok Primmer-55LT at the approximate rate of
250-300 square feet per gallon. Allow primer to dry until it is tack-free.
Within 16 hours of application of the primer, the base coat must be applied. If
the base coat can’t be applied within 16 hours or if the primer is
contaminated by rain, then reprime. Primer is not required on new plywood.
5.2 Flowlok-55BC Base Membrane 1st Coat: shall be trowel or squeegee and 
roller applied in one uniform coats at the rate of 1.0 gallon per 20 square feet 
or as needed in order to obtain an average film thickness of 73 + 2 dry 
mils. Allow the Flowlok-55BC Base Membrane to cure to a firm rubber 
before applying the next layer of membrane. Do not apply coating system over 
joints greater than ½ inch wide. 
5.2 Flowlok-55BC Wear Coat: shall be trowel or squeegee and roller applied 
in one uniform coats at the rate of 1.0 gallon per 40 square feet or as needed
in order to obtain an average film thickness of 37 + 2 dry mils. 
5.3 Silica Sand: shall be broadcast to rejection into the Flowlok-55BC when it
begins to gell. Use 20 (18/30) mesh silica sand. Usually this will require 20 pounds
per 100 square feet. Remove all loose granules by sweeping or preferred by vacuum 
after Base Membrane has dried (2-3 hours). 
5.5 Thickness: The overall dry film thickness of the completed waterproofing
system, excluding primer and aggregate, shall average 85 dry mils.

6. COATED SURFACES
This Coating System shall comply with applicable Federal EPA VOC 
regulations, the Northeast Ozone Transportation Corridor VOC Regulations
and applicable California Regional Air Quality Regulations.

7. GUARANTEE / WARRANTY

When this Elastomeric Coating System is installed by a Factory Approved 
Applicator, is inspected and approved in accordance with these specifications, 
and after receipt of the final payment, the Factory Approved Applicator shall  
issue the applicator’s standard installation guarantee covering defects in 
material and workmanship.

Bessern warrants its products to be free of defects in workmanship and
materials only at the time of shipment from our factory. If any BESSERN
materials prove to contain manufacturing defects that substantially affect their 
performance BESSERN will, at its option, replace the material or refund the 
purchase price. The dollar value of BESSERN’s liability and buyer’s
remedy under this limited warranty shall not exceed the purchase price of the 
BESSERN materials in question.  

3.5 Abrasion-Resistant Wear Coat: Shall be Flowlok-55BC two
component, high tensile strength, abrasion resistant and weather-
resistant aliphatic polyurethane coating and shall meet or exceed the
following typical performance properties:

Flowlok-55BC Wear Coat

3.6 Texture: Silica sand should be added to give slip resistance and 
protection. Use 20 mesh sand to aid in slip resistance. 

4. SUBSTRATE PREPARATION
4.1 Concrete Surfaces: 

4.11 The concrete surface must be thoroughly clean, dry and free from any  
surface contaminates or cleaning residue. Acceptable methods of cleaning are
sandblasting, shotblasting or mechanical grinding followed by the complete  
and thorough removal of any residue.
4.12 All cracks over 1/16 inch in width and all moving cracks under 1/16 inch  
in width shall be routedout to ¼ inch minimum in widthand depth and filled  
flushed with polyurethane elastomeric sealant .
4.13 All cracks shall be stripe-coated with a 4 inch wide by 30 mils thick  
detail coat of Flowlok-55BC.
4.14 Apply a ¾ inch cant of sealant around all pipes, drains and vertical 
junctions.
4.15 All expansion and contraction joints shall be cleaned, primed, fitted with 
a backing rod and caulked with elastomeric polyurethane sealants. Joints
under ½ inch in width and all caulked cracks shall be stripe-coated with a 30
mil preparatory coat of Flowlok-55BC.
4.16 Prior to commencing with the application, all surfaces to be coated shall 
be dry and free from any surface contaminates or cleaning residues.

4.2 Plywood Surfaces: 

4.21 Sweep all plywood joints clean and free of sawdust. Fill all separations 
over 1/16 inch in width with polyurethane sealants. Apply joint reinforcement
consisting of a brush coat of Flowlok-55BC Detail Coat 30 mils thick, 5 
inches wide, centered over all joints and transitions to metal flashings, 
drip-edges, etc. Imbed 3 to 4 inch wide reinforcing fabric into the wet 
membrane. Allow the detail membrane to cure overnight or until firm.
4.22 Damaged plywood panels shall be repaired or replaced prior to coating.

4.3 Flashing Reinforcement: 

4.31 All required metal or neoprene flashing and fabric flashing reinforcement 
and all sealant cants shall be installed at this time.
4.32 All metal shall be delivered shop primed and then be field primed with 
Flowlok Primer 55LT Epoxy Primer. (For metal surfaces which may 
exhibit adhesion difficulties, first prime with a zinc-rich or zinc chromate 
epoxy primer.) Super Seal Tape may be used to eliminate priming metal. 
4.33 Flowlok-55BC Base Membrane is used as an adhesive for the 
reinforcing fabric. The reinforcing fabric shall be laid into the wet base
membrane with roller, brush or broad blade knife. The fabric shall be laid
relaxed, smooth and wrinkle-free and thoroughly embedded in the
base membrane.
Super Seal Tape may be used to eliminate this step.

PROPERTY
Composition
Weight Solids
VOC Content
Hardness, Shore A
Tensile Strength
Ultimate Elongation
Tear Resistance Die C
Water Absoption (wt)

TYPICAL VALUE
Urethane

95%
> 55 gm/l

60 ± 5
1500 ± 100 psi

675 ± 100%
250± 25 pli.

0.05%

TEST METHOD

ASTM D-2369
ASTM D-2240
ASTM D-2240

ASTM D-412
ASTM D-412
ASTM D-624
ASTM D-471
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4.34 Flashings and polyester reinforcing fabric shall be coated (with base
coats and top coats) each time the deck is coated.

4.4 Priming: Stir each side separately and then mix all of Part A with all of
Part B. Use a mixing paddle on a slow speed drill motor. Mix for 2 to 3
minutes and let mixed primer sit 30 minutes before applying.   Priming is not
required on newly installed plywood conforming to section 1.5.

5. APPLICATION OF MEMBRANE
5.1 Primer: Apply Flowlok Primmer-55LT at the approximate rate of
250-300 square feet per gallon. Allow primer to dry until it is tack-free.
Within 16 hours of application of the primer, the base coat must be applied. If
the base coat can’t be applied within 16 hours or if the primer is
contaminated by rain, then reprime. Primer is not required on new plywood.
5.2 Flowlok-55BC Base Membrane 1st Coat: shall be trowel or squeegee and 
roller applied in one uniform coats at the rate of 1.0 gallon per 20 square feet 
or as needed in order to obtain an average film thickness of 73 + 2 dry 
mils. Allow the Flowlok-55BC Base Membrane to cure to a firm rubber 
before applying the next layer of membrane. Do not apply coating system over 
joints greater than ½ inch wide. 
5.2 Flowlok-55BC Wear Coat: shall be trowel or squeegee and roller applied 
in one uniform coats at the rate of 1.0 gallon per 40 square feet or as needed
in order to obtain an average film thickness of 37 + 2 dry mils. 
5.3 Silica Sand: shall be broadcast to rejection into the Flowlok-55BC when it
begins to gell. Use 20 (18/30) mesh silica sand. Usually this will require 20 pounds
per 100 square feet. Remove all loose granules by sweeping or preferred by vacuum 
after Base Membrane has dried (2-3 hours). 
5.5 Thickness: The overall dry film thickness of the completed waterproofing
system, excluding primer and aggregate, shall average 85 dry mils.

6. COATED SURFACES
This Coating System shall comply with applicable Federal EPA VOC 
regulations, the Northeast Ozone Transportation Corridor VOC Regulations
and applicable California Regional Air Quality Regulations.

7. GUARANTEE / WARRANTY

When this Elastomeric Coating System is installed by a Factory Approved 
Applicator, is inspected and approved in accordance with these specifications, 
and after receipt of the final payment, the Factory Approved Applicator shall  
issue the applicator’s standard installation guarantee covering defects in 
material and workmanship.

Bessern warrants its products to be free of defects in workmanship and
materials only at the time of shipment from our factory. If any BESSERN
materials prove to contain manufacturing defects that substantially affect their 
performance BESSERN will, at its option, replace the material or refund the 
purchase price. The dollar value of BESSERN’s liability and buyer’s
remedy under this limited warranty shall not exceed the purchase price of the 
BESSERN materials in question.  

3.5 Abrasion-Resistant Wear Coat: Shall be Flowlok-55BC two
component, high tensile strength, abrasion resistant and weather-
resistant aliphatic polyurethane coating and shall meet or exceed the
following typical performance properties:

Flowlok-55BC Wear Coat

3.6 Texture: Silica sand should be added to give slip resistance and 
protection. Use 20 mesh sand to aid in slip resistance. 

4. SUBSTRATE PREPARATION
4.1 Concrete Surfaces: 

4.11 The concrete surface must be thoroughly clean, dry and free from any  
surface contaminates or cleaning residue. Acceptable methods of cleaning are
sandblasting, shotblasting or mechanical grinding followed by the complete  
and thorough removal of any residue.
4.12 All cracks over 1/16 inch in width and all moving cracks under 1/16 inch  
in width shall be routedout to ¼ inch minimum in widthand depth and filled  
flushed with polyurethane elastomeric sealant .
4.13 All cracks shall be stripe-coated with a 4 inch wide by 30 mils thick  
detail coat of Flowlok-55BC.
4.14 Apply a ¾ inch cant of sealant around all pipes, drains and vertical 
junctions.
4.15 All expansion and contraction joints shall be cleaned, primed, fitted with 
a backing rod and caulked with elastomeric polyurethane sealants. Joints
under ½ inch in width and all caulked cracks shall be stripe-coated with a 30
mil preparatory coat of Flowlok-55BC.
4.16 Prior to commencing with the application, all surfaces to be coated shall 
be dry and free from any surface contaminates or cleaning residues.

4.2 Plywood Surfaces: 

4.21 Sweep all plywood joints clean and free of sawdust. Fill all separations 
over 1/16 inch in width with polyurethane sealants. Apply joint reinforcement
consisting of a brush coat of Flowlok-55BC Detail Coat 30 mils thick, 5 
inches wide, centered over all joints and transitions to metal flashings, 
drip-edges, etc. Imbed 3 to 4 inch wide reinforcing fabric into the wet 
membrane. Allow the detail membrane to cure overnight or until firm.
4.22 Damaged plywood panels shall be repaired or replaced prior to coating.

4.3 Flashing Reinforcement: 

4.31 All required metal or neoprene flashing and fabric flashing reinforcement 
and all sealant cants shall be installed at this time.
4.32 All metal shall be delivered shop primed and then be field primed with 
Flowlok Primer 55LT Epoxy Primer. (For metal surfaces which may 
exhibit adhesion difficulties, first prime with a zinc-rich or zinc chromate 
epoxy primer.) Super Seal Tape may be used to eliminate priming metal. 
4.33 Flowlok-55BC Base Membrane is used as an adhesive for the 
reinforcing fabric. The reinforcing fabric shall be laid into the wet base
membrane with roller, brush or broad blade knife. The fabric shall be laid
relaxed, smooth and wrinkle-free and thoroughly embedded in the
base membrane.
Super Seal Tape may be used to eliminate this step.
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FLOWLOK recommends that an aggregate of washed, dry, rounded, crystal silica sand, 
20 mesh (0.0331 in.; 0.84 mm), with 6.5+ Moh’s minimum hardness be used to aid in slip-
resistance. Applicator should determine mesh size based on job requirements. 

Any remaining material must be tightly sealed to protect it against curing in its container. 
Containers that have been opened must be used within 1 or 2 weeks since 
FLOWLOK RM is moisture reactive material that begins to cure when exposed to air. 

FLOWLOK does not recommend that FLOWLOK RM be diluted with solvent. 

THIS PRODUCT CONTAINS ISOCYANATES AND CURATIVE MATERIAL.

 For storage and disposal, and health precautions, please refer to product SDS and 
product labels. 

Contact Flowlok for warranty period and information.

WARNING

Warranties

FLOWLOK 


